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About me

Nina Sterzl is a partner at Vavrovsky Heine Marth Rechtsanwälte. As part of the Dispute
Resolution team, she specialises in disputes before national courts and authorities. She
particularly advises clients in intellectual property law (primarily unfair competition and
trademark law), in media law cases and in the enforcement of property-related claims.

Nina focuses her advice on interim relief, both in applying for and defending interim
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injunctions, in the areas of unfair competition, trademark and media law as well as in the
protection of privacy and in connection with real estate claims.

Nina has extensive litigation experience in complex commercial disputes. In recent years, she
has focused in particular on pandemic-related disputes, primarily representing laboratories in
enforcing and defending unfair competition claims.

Nina also advises on construction law disputes (both on the side of the client and contractor)
and on the judicial and extrajudicial resolution of conflicts relating to the purchase or sale of
real estate. In this area, too, Nina benefits from extensive litigation and advisory experience
before courts and authorities.

Leading legal directory The Legal 500 once again recognises her as a “Rising Star” in its latest
ranking, as it did in 2019. Clients are impressed by her legal know-how and her ambition for her
clients. In 2018, the business magazine “trend” ranked her second in its lawyer ranking in the
category “The most striking young lawyers (under 30)”.

In 2017, Nina, together with partner Dieter Heine and lawyer Fabian Rischka, published
“Intellectual Property Law, Supplement AUSTRIA” in the International Encyclopaedia of Laws
published by the internationally renowned specialist publisher Wolters Kluwer Verlag.

Education

Austrian Bar Exam, Vienna Bar Association, Austria

University of Salzburg, Austria, Master's degree in Law (Mag.iur.)

Summer School "European Private Law", University of Salzburg, Austria

Languages

German, English
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Recent Publications

Getting The Deal Through: Complex Commercial Litigation 2020 - Austria

Getting The Deal Through: Complex Commercial Litigation 2019 - Austria

Intellectual Property Law, AUSTRIA Supplement in International Encyclopaedia of Laws,

Wolters Kluwer Law & Business (2017)
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